Microscopic bimetallic actuator based on a bilayer of graphene and graphene oxide†
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We present an actuator, consisting of a bilayer of graphene and graphene oxide, which allows us to exert forces in micromechanical systems that are at least 50 times higher than reported for other actuators of comparable size. The durability of such a device and stability during many cycles are demonstrated, and the related mechanism is discussed in detail.

Introduction

Since graphene sheets were obtained through micromechanical exfoliation,1 they have been investigated by many researchers because of their excellent mechanical and unique electronic properties.2–4 According to previous publications, paper-like materials, such as those fabricated through the vacuum filtration of graphene suspensions, exhibit good mechanical properties, a hardness of about 217 kg f mm−2, and a yield strength of about 6.4 GPa.5,6 Graphene papers demonstrate outstanding bending rigidity and elastic modulus.7 These superior mechanical properties indicate that graphene paper may be an excellent material for use in actuators. In addition, graphene oxide (G-O) is a layered material consisting of hydrophilic oxygenated graphene sheets (G-O sheets) with oxygen-bearing oxide (G-O) is a layered material consisting of hydrophilic oxygen-bearing oxide (G-O) is a layered material consisting of hydrophilic oxygen-bearing oxide (G-O) is a layered material consisting of hydrophilic oxygen-bearing oxide (G-O). G-O papers demonstrate outstanding mechanical properties, including a modulus of about 40 GPa and a fracture strength of about 130 MPa.8 All of these excellent mechanical properties make graphene an ideal material for high-performance actuators. Actuators based on carbon allotropes,9–25 polymer,26,27 or inorganic materials,28–30 etc., have attracted much attention, and shown a broad range of potential micro/nano electromechanical applications. Additionally, the use of two different building blocks as a means of fabricating asymmetric materials has been proven to be a useful approach for producing mechanical actuators.18,21 However, these actuators either have a very small deflection20,31 or possess low load capacity.21,31 So fabricating the actuators with large deflection and high load capacity is still a challenge.

In the present study, we present an electrothermal actuator based on a bilayer of graphene and G-O. Both graphene and G-O papers have similar layered structures that are compatible for the formation of a stable interface between the two layers. Furthermore, while the two types of paper share close values of Young’s modulus (40 GPa), their coefficients of thermal expansion are remarkably different.32–34 The combination of these materials has the potential to yield high movement efficiency while maintaining a uniform stress force. Using bilayer actuators composed of graphene and G-O papers, we designed an applicable practical like “artificial cilia” to realize arbitrary, controllable lifts and movements of objects in a two-dimensional (2-D) plane, which shows great potential for applications in micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS). More importantly, the bilayer actuators show at least 50 times higher load capacity (~10 mg per actuator) than those of other microconveyor systems (0.196 mg per actuator; 0.022 mg per actuator), and 14 times larger displacement than that of other actuators.30–33

Results and discussion

G-O sheets are metastable at room temperature.25 To improve the stability of G-O papers, the as-obtained graphite oxide was annealed at 75 °C for 24 h before being used to form G-O dispersions. The bilayer paper was prepared by the sequential filtration of the graphene dispersion and the G-O suspension (Fig. 1a). Both surfaces of the circular bilayer paper were macroscopically flat. The filtration sequence of the graphene dispersion and the G-O suspension were determined by the
hydrophobic nature of the graphene sheets and by the hydrophobic nature of the G-O sheets. In reverse sequential filtration, as-prepared G-O layers slightly disperse in water, inevitably causing indistinct boundaries between the two layers. An indistinct boundary would have an unfavourable effect on the outer surface of the G-O component. The thickness of each layer could be controlled by adjusting the concentration and volume of the suspensions and dispersions during filtration. The as-prepared bilayer paper was then cut into a series of U-shaped beams (Fig. 1b) using a sharp razor blade (Fig. 1b). Copper wires were joint with copper foils by electric welding. The copper foils were then attached to glass substrates followed by the attachment of the U-shaped beams to the copper foils using conductive adhesive to complete the assembly of an actuator.

Fig. 1c and d show digital photographs of the surface of the bilayer papers. The surface of the graphene paper was black (Fig. 1c) and electrically conductive (Fig. S1, ESI†). By contrast, the surface of the G-O paper was dark brown (Fig. 1d) and electrically insulating (Fig. S1, ESI†). In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was applied to characterize the surface and the cross-section of the bilayer papers (Fig. 1). More wrinkles were formed on the surface of the G-O paper (Fig. 1f) as compared to the surface of the graphene paper (Fig. 1e); such wrinkles roughened the G-O side. This phenomenon could be explained by two mechanisms. On the one hand, a large number of oxygen-containing functional groups, including carboxyl and hydroxyl groups, among others, bind to the G-O sheets, thereby preventing compact integration. On the other hand, the surface morphology of the filter paper exhibited significant effects on the surface of the graphene layer. The thickness and cross-sectional morphology of the bilayer paper were determined by SEM. The interface between the graphene and G-O layers was difficult to be determined (Fig. 1g). The cross-sections of each layer in the bilayer paper sample demonstrated the same morphology as in individually prepared G-O and graphene papers. The bilayer paper was not delaminated to any extent, which was beneficial for the fabrication of the paper and its application in an actuator. To measure the individual thickness of the graphene and G-O papers of the bilayer accurately, we made additional graphene and G-O papers using vacuum filtration. The concentration and volume of graphene dispersions and G-O suspensions were the same as those used in the fabrication of the bilayer papers. The bilayer papers showed good mechanical properties, including excellent flexibility (Fig. 1f). They could be bent at any angle. Differences in the surface morphology, thermal expansion coefficient, basal spacing (Fig. S2, ESI†), and electrical properties between the graphene and G-O papers may be attributed to the oxygen-containing functional groups found on the G-O sheets. Very few of such groups could be found on the graphene sheets (Fig. S3, ESI†).

We investigated the action of bilayer papers as a function of an applied voltage at room temperature. The free end of a U-shaped beam curled upward depending on the voltage (Fig. 2b). In addition, a threshold voltage was observed. At the threshold, the displacement of the beam was negligible. At relatively low voltages, the beam rolled toward the face of the G-O layer. As the voltage was increased, the beam rolled up further with higher curvature (defined as the reciprocal of the radius) (Fig. S4, ESI†). The beam gradually unrolled and returned to its original shape (Fig. 2c) after the power supply was switched off. This dynamic process is shown in the ESI (Video 1†).

A series of bilayer papers with the same graphene layer thicknesses but with different G-O layer thicknesses was fabricated. The bilayer papers were cut into the same U-shaped beams and then assembled into the same actuators. Fig. 2d demonstrates that the displacement of these beams was a function of the applied voltage. As the threshold voltage varies
slightly with the thickness of the G-O layers, only comparable data that were higher than the threshold were studied in the present work.

The displacement increased as the voltage increased for all the beams, and the displacement of the beams with thinner G-O layers was larger than that of the beams with thicker G-O layers under the same testing voltage. The displacement of the actuator with thinner G-O layers can be up to 9 mm, which is ~14 times higher than that of other actuator with comparative size. Moreover, a linear relationship between the displacement of the free end of the beam and the applied voltage was observed. The durability of the actuators after several cycles and their stability over time were also investigated. Fig. 2e demonstrates that the displacement of the actuator decreased by only ~5%, ~7%, and ~3% over 100 measurement cycles at 10, 15, and 20 V, respectively, indicating sufficiently stable responses of the actuators based on the bilayer papers. As shown in Fig. 2f, the actuators were tested repeatedly every 3 days for a month at 10, 15, and 24 V. The displacement of the actuators at various voltages fluctuated slightly with time. The data showed good consistency, indicating that actuators based on graphene/G-O papers perform well and possess good stability. This finding is consistent with that in the literature. Meanwhile, by using the micromolding in capillary methodology, the actuators can shrink down to smaller size, with thickness of a few nanometers, width of a few micrometers, and length of sub-millimeter range.

According to previous literature, the actuation of beams may be attributed to the internal heat generated by the current (Joule heat). To verify that the curling of the beam was a function of temperature, a thermal infrared imager was employed to monitor temperature changes of the beam surface under different testing voltages (Fig. 3). From the thermal infrared images, at least two important clues can clearly be obtained. On the one hand, with the increase of the testing voltage, the temperature of the beam rises gradually leading to greater displacement, which is in accordance with Fig. 2d. On the other hand, the temperature only reaches 62 °C despite the increase of the testing voltage to 40 V. As shown in the results in Fig. 2e, the thermal reduction of the G-O paper under the working voltages is not a concern. In addition, the actuators were inserted into a drying oven wherein the temperature can be controlled. The beam started to curl as expected (Fig. S5, ESI†).

The significant difference in the thermal expansion between graphene and G-O stems from their completely different surface chemistry, as stated above (Fig. S2 and S3, ESI†). For U-shaped beams, the G-O layer showed the lowest electrical conductivity while the graphene layer showed a resistance of several thousand ohms. These layers could generate a large amount of heat when an electric current passes through them, causing a rise in local temperature.

Consequently, a significant thermal stress prevails at the interface between graphene and G-O. In addition, the rise in temperature of the G-O layer may be conducted through heat transfer, which could generate a temperature gradient across the interface. As early as 1925, Timoshenko studied bi-metal thermostats, in which the thermal stress between two metal
films was considered to be the main reason for the bending. However, data on full-graphene actuators were not available to date.

To quantify the function of the actuator, a classical model for bilayer beams was adopted, as shown in eqn (1).

\[
\frac{1}{r} = \frac{6w_1w_2E_1E_2t_1t_2(t_1 + t_2)(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)\Delta T}{(w_1E_1t_1^2)^2 + (w_2E_2t_2^2)^2 + 2w_1w_2E_1E_2t_1t_2(2t_1^2 + 3t_1t_2 + 2t_2^2)}
\]

where \(t_1, w_1, \alpha_1, \) and \(E_1\) are the thickness, width, thermal expansion coefficient, and Young’s modulus of the G-O layer, respectively. The symbols \(t_2, w_2, \alpha_2,\) and \(E_2\) are the corresponding parameters of the graphene layer. The symbols \(l, r,\) and \(\Delta T\) represent the length, radius of curvature, and the difference between the initial temperature and the final temperature of the macroactuator, respectively. The parameters of the beam are provided in ESI, Fig. S4.

Thus, eqn (1) can be simplified to eqn (2). The curvature of the beam is proportional to \(\Delta T\). In addition, the greater the difference between \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\), the greater the displacement of the free end of the beam under the same conditions. According to the literature, graphene and G-O papers have nearly equal values of Young’s modulus, allowing eqn (2) to be simplified to eqn (3). The curvature of the beam can be related to three parameters, namely thickness, thermal expansion coefficient of each paper, and final temperature difference. Thus, the combination of graphene/G-O papers is a very favourable choice for many applications.

\[
\frac{1}{r} = \frac{6E_1E_2t_1t_2(t_1 + t_2)(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)\Delta T}{(E_1t_1^2)^2 + (E_2t_2^2)^2 + 2E_1E_2t_1t_2(2t_1^2 + 3t_1t_2 + 2t_2^2)}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{r} = \frac{6t_1t_2(t_1 + t_2)(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)\Delta T}{t_1^4 + t_2^4 + 2t_1t_2(2t_1^2 + 3t_1t_2 + 2t_2^2)}
\]

Actuators based on graphene/G-O papers can potentially be used in various applications. In the present work, we fabricated “artificial cilia” that may be used to move objects and control positions precisely in a 2-D plane. In another design, eight U-shaped beams were rowed up. The beams were divided into two groups A and B (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 (left column, schematic design; right column, corresponding objects of the artificial cilia) demonstrates the workflow of a moving cycle. Briefly, all beams initially curl up to lift the object when the voltage source corresponding to \(U_A = 24 V\) and \(U_B = 24 V\) is turned on (Fig. 4b). Then, the voltage in group B is lowered to 11 V, causing the beams in group B to fall (\(U_A = 24 V, U_B = 11 V\), Fig. 4c). Next, the voltage in group A is decreased and switched off, causing the object (300 mg) to move over a distance corresponding to \(U_A = 11 V\) and \(U_B = 11 V\) (Fig. 4d). The voltage in group B is then increased to lift the object while moving it farther away (Fig. 4e, corresponding to \(U_A = 11 V\) and \(U_B = 24 V\)). Finally, the voltage in group A is increased (Fig. 4f, corresponding to \(U_A = 24 V\) and \(U_B = 24 V\)), and the cycle of movement is completed. Comparing Fig. 4b and f, the object may be moved over a significant distance within one cycle; in the present study, for example, a displacement of 9 mm was obtained. In general, the vertical movement of objects can be realized simply by controlling the voltage applied to the device. To move objects horizontally, the cycle stated above only needs to be repeated. In addition, the length of movement per cycle can be adjusted by varying \(U_A\) and \(U_B\). By controlling different groups of actuators, the conversion of electrical power into mechanical movement could be realized, which is of great importance in MEMS applications. It is noteworthy that the object is supported using just 8 beams, which demonstrates that this conveyer system has a high load capacity. Through normalization, it is easily found that the load capacity is up to \(\sim 10\) mg per actuator, which is at least 50 times higher than that of other conveyer systems (0.196 mg per actuator; 0.022 mg per actuator).

Conclusions

A novel actuator based on graphene/G-O papers was fabricated via a feasible method, and further to be used for constructing artificial cilia to realize controllable movements of objects in a 2-D plane because of the linear relationship between displacement and voltages. The thermal stress originating from the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the two papers was found to be responsible for the bending of the beams. The tiny artificial cilia show good durability and stability, and are believed to be useful for transporting and moving objects as well as for precise positioning in MEMS/NEMS applications.

Experimental

Preparation of graphite oxide

Graphite oxide was prepared following a modified Hummers method. While maintaining agitation, expandable graphite powder (2 g) and sodium nitrate (1 g) were mixed with sulfuric acid.
acid (46 mL, 98 wt%) in an ice bath. Potassium permanganate (6 g) was slowly added to the mixture to prevent the temperature from exceeding 293 K. The reaction was kept at (308 ± 1) K for 8 h with gas release, after which deionized water (92 mL) was added carefully; this step brought about violent effervescence. The temperature of the water bath was increased to 371 K, and the reaction was allowed to continue for another 15 min to increase the oxidation degree of the graphite oxide product. The temperature of the water bath was increased to 368 K for 1 h in an oil bath, during which the color of the mixture solution was kept from exceeding 293 K. The reaction was kept at (308 ± 1) K for 8 h with gas release, a small amount of gas was released, the solution gradually changed to dark black, indicating that the graphite oxide was reduced to graphene. The precipitation was washed another seven times with distilled water to remove chloride ions. Finally, the graphite oxide was dried overnight in an airflow drier at 333 K.

### Preparation of graphene dispersion

The as-obtained graphite oxide (25 mg) was redispersed in deionized water (70 mL) and exfoliated to generate G-O nanosheets by ultrasonication. While maintaining agitation, hydrazine monohydrate (0.35 mL, as a reductant) and ammonia solution (1.04 mL, for pH adjustment) were added to the nanosheets. The temperature of the mixture solution was kept at 368 K for 1 h in an oil bath, during which the color of the solution gradually changed to dark black, indicating that dispersed G-O nanosheets were reduced to graphene. The dispersion was centrifuged for 30 min at 3000 rpm to remove the precipitate (composed mainly of a fraction of the bulk graphite and an aggregation of graphene). The supernatant of the graphene nanosheets dispersion was carefully poured out. This liquid can be stored in vials for long periods of time without deterioration in quality.
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